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A new documentary film
detailing an 18th century
“war” between Inuit and Cree
in what is now Quebec took
the Best Short Documentary
award at this year’s imagine-
NATIVE Film and Media Arts
Festival.

The world première of
Inuit Cree Reconciliation
took place Oct. 17 at the
international festival, which
showcases indigenous artists
from Canada and abroad.

The imagineNATIVE site
described the film this way:
“Coupled with incredible

footage and a fantastic sound-
track, the film depicts the
modern complexities of two
communities living together
in Canada’s Far North and an
age-old conflict between the
Cree and Inuit that lasted
more than a century.”

The award comes with a
$1,000 prize.

Inuit Cree Reconciliation
is the product of Igloolik’s
Zacharias Kunuk, who
teamed up with Cree film-
maker Neil Diamond in 2010
to research the events and
historical impacts of a 1770s
conflict between Inuit and
Cree in northern Quebec.

In the film, Kunuk and
Diamond follow both groups
to a remote site along the
Nastapoka River where their
ancestors once clashed, to
film a celebration held there
to mark 200 years of peace.

After that historic peace
celebration in 2011, Kunuk
and Diamond interviewed
Inuit and Cree elders in the
twin communities of Kuu-
jjuaraapik and Whapmagoos-
tui to illustrate the modern
complexities of two peoples
living side by side.

The 44-minute long doc-
umentary is in both Cree and
Inuktitut, with English subti-
tles.

You can watch a clip from
the film here at
http://www.isuma.tv/fr/Inu-
itCreeReconciliation.
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Nunavummiut. Do your part!
Vote on Oct. 28th
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Ask the candidates in your riding about issues that matter:

Healthcare Professionals Recruit and retain Doctors and Nurses

Addiction Programs Create an addictions strategy based on 
prevention, acute care and community-
based aftercare

Safety on the Job Make employers responsible for worker
safety and for providing safety training for
workers

Higher Minimum Wage Increase the minimum wage to create a 
living wage for workers

Childcare Establish quality affordable childcare in all
communities

Housing Ensure adequate affordable housing for all
Nunavummiut

Education Quality education for all – Promote Lifelong
Learning

Government Ask the people what they want before 
Accountability making decisions

Food Security Programs to ensure Nunavummiut have
access to affordable nutritious food

Violence Prevention Develop a strategy to prevent violence in
Strategy the community, especially those most 

vulnerable

Suicide Prevention Work to prevent suicide in Nunavut
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Zacharias Kunuk’s latest doc
takes home festival prize
Inuit Cree Reconciliation wins
Best Short Documentary

Zacharias Kunuk’s film Inuit Cree Reconciliation documents the age old war between Inuit and
Cree in northern Quebec. (IMAGE COURTESY OF IMAGINENATIVE)


